## The American Theatre Wing's 70th Annual Tony Awards®
### Printable Ballot

### Actor (Musical)
- Alex Brightman, School of Rock – The Musical
- Danny Burstein, Fiddler on the Roof
- Zachary Levi, She Loves Me
- Lin-Manuel Miranda, Hamilton
- Leslie Odom Jr., Hamilton

### Actress (Musical)
- Laura Benanti, She Loves Me
- Carmen Cusack, Bright Star
- Cynthia Erivo, The Color Purple
- Jessica Mueller, Waitress
- Phillipa Soo, Hamilton

### Actor (Play)
- Anna Deavere Smith, Long Day's Journey Into Night
- Michael Keaton, All the Way
- Claybourne Cox, The Brothers Size
- John Goodman, Of Mice and Men
- Andrew Garfield, Angels in America, Part Two: Utopia in Four Parts

### Actress (Play)
- Zoe Kazan, The Trip to Bountiful
- Sarah Paulson, The Glass Menagerie
- Laura Linney, The Deep Blue Sea
- Annette Bening, Strictly Come Dancing
- Cherry Jones, Other People's Children

### Costumer Design (Play)
- Maria A. Mayor, The Last Ship
- Carpenter, The Humans
-мыслы, The Humans
- Arnold, The Humans
- Johanna Allen, The Humans

### Costume Design (Musical)
- Gregg Barnes, Tuck Everlasting
- Jeff Mahin, She Loves Me
- Ann Roth, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed
- Paul Tazewell, Hamilton
- Paul Tazewell, Hamilton

### Lighting Design (Play)
- Natasha Katz, Long Day's Journey Into Night
- Justin Townsend, The Humans
- Jan Versweyvel, Arthur Miller's A View from the Bridge
- Justin Townsend, American Psycho
- Justin Townsend, American Psycho

### Lighting Design (Musical)
- Howell Binkley, Hamilton
- Jules Fisher & Peggy Eisenhauer, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed
- Bien Stanton, Spring Awakening
- Justin Townsend, American Psycho
- Justin Townsend, American Psycho

### Scenic Design (Play)
- Beowulf Boritt, Théâtre Romain
- Christopher Oram, Hughie
- John Versweyvel, Arthur Miller's A View from the Bridge
- David Zinn, The Humans
- David Rockwell, She Loves Me

### Scenic Design (Musical)
- Es Devlin & Finn Ross, American Psycho
- David Korins, Hamilton
- Santo Loquasto, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed
- David Rockwell, She Loves Me
- David Rockwell, She Loves Me

### Orchestration
- August Eriksen, Bright Star
- Larry Hoehn, She Loves Me
- Alex Lacamoire, Hamilton
- Daryl Waters, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed
- Daryl Waters, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed

### Featured Actor in a Musical
- Reid Scott, The Humans
- Bill Camp, Arthur Miller's The Crucible
- David Furr, Noises Off
- Richard Goulding, King Charles III
- Michael Shannon, Long Day's Journey into Night

### Featured Actress in a Musical
- Pascale Armand, Eclipsed
- Megan Hilty, Off-Broadway
- Jayne Houdyshell, The Humans
- Andrea Martin, Noises Off
- Saycon Sengbloh, Eclipsed

### Featured Actor in a Play
- Daveed Diggs, Hamilton
- Brandon Victor Dixon, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed
- Christopher Fitzgerald, Waitress
- Jonathan Groff, Hamilton
- Christopher Jackson, Hamilton

### Featured Actress in a Play
- Danielle Brooks, The Color Purple
- Renee Elise Goldsberry, Hamilton
- Jane Krakowski, She Loves Me
- Jennifer Simard, Disaster!
- Adrienne Warren, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed

### Director (Play)
- Rupert Goold, King Charles III
- Jonathan Kent, Long Day's Journey Into Night
- Joe Mantello, The Humans
- Lisa Tompkins, Eclipsed
- Ivo Van Hove, Arthur Miller's A View from the Bridge

### Director (Musical)
- Michael Arden, Spring Awakening
- John Doyle, The Color Purple
- Scott Ellis, She Loves Me
- Thomas Kail, Hamilton
- George C. Wolfe, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed

### Choreography
- Andy Blankenbuehler, Hamilton
- Savion Glover, Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed
- Hofesh Shechter, Fiddler on the Roof
- Randy Skinner, Dames at Sea
- Sergio Trujillo, On Your Feet! The Story of Emilio and Gloria Estefan

### Book of a Musical
- Bright Star, Book by Steve Martin
- Hamilton, Book by Lin-Manuel Miranda
- School of Rock – The Musical, Book by Julian Fellowes
- Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed, Book by George C. Wolfe

### Musical Revival
- The Color Purple
- Fiddler on the Roof
- She Loves Me
- Spring Awakening

### Play Revival
- Arthur Miller's The Crucible
- Arthur Miller's A View from the Bridge
- Long Day's Journey into Night
- Noises Off

### Musical
- Bright Star
- Hamilton
- School of Rock – The Musical
- Shuffle Along, Or the Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed
- Waitress

### Score
- Bright Star, Music: Steve Martin and Edie Brickell, Lyrics: Edie Brickell
- Hamilton, Music & Lyrics: Lin-Manuel Miranda
- School of Rock – The Musical, Music: Andrew Lloyd Webber, Lyrics: Green Day
- Waitress, Music & Lyrics: Sara Bareilles

### Key
- Your Pick for the 2016 Tony Award Winner
- Actual 2016 Tony Award Winner
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